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Abstract
Since its invention in the 1980s, 3D printing has evolved into a versatile technique
for the additive manufacturing of diverse objects and tools, using various mate-
rials. The relative flexibility, straightforwardness, and ability to enable rapid pro-
totyping are tremendous advantages offered by this technique compared to con-
ventional methods for miniaturized and microfluidic systems fabrication (such
as soft lithography). The development of 3D printers exhibiting high printer
resolution has enabled the fabrication of accurate miniaturized and microflu-
idic systems—which have, in turn, substantially reduced both device sizes and
required sample volumes. Moreover, the continuing development of translu-
cent, heat resistant, and biocompatible materials will make 3D printing more
and more useful for applications in biotechnology in the coming years. Today,
a wide variety of 3D-printed objects in biotechnology—ranging from miniatur-
ized cultivation chambers tomicrofluidic lab-on-a-chip devices for diagnostics—
are already being deployed in labs across the world. This review explains the
3D printing technologies that are currently used to fabricate such miniaturized
microfluidic devices, and also seeks to offer some insight into recent develop-
ments demonstrating the use of these tools for biotechnological applications such
as cell culture, separation techniques, and biosensors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, additive manufacturing techniques—also
known collectively as 3D printing—have become widely
recognized as a very promising technology, with the poten-
tial to revolutionize the biotechnology field. 3D printing
was initially developed by Charles (Chuck) W. Hull in
1984, and it was subsequently patented in 1986 as a sys-
tem that could produce three-dimensional objects in an
additive manner, layer by layer [1–3]. Since that time, this
young technology has already experienced several major
breakthroughs: First, the term 3D printing now describes
a variety of different manufacturing methods, the most
commonly known and widely used being stereolithog-
raphy (SLA) [1]; fused deposition modeling (FDM) [4];
selective laser sintering (SLS) [5]; and various inkjet-based
techniques, including MultiJet printing (MJP) [6]. Each
of these methods has its own specific relative advantages
and disadvantages—resulting in specific areas of preferred
applications for all of them. SLA, for example, enables the
production of the finest structures compared to the other
technologies [7, 8]. By contrast, FDM printers offer signifi-
cantly higher accessibility due to their relatively low acqui-
sition cost [9]. In addition, FDM printers can use a wide
range of biocompatible thermoplastic polymers,which fur-
ther expands their potential range of applications [10–12].
Second, the operation ofmodern 3Dprinters has become

very straightforward, and no longer requires any sub-
stantial expertise or training: simply put, computer-aided
design (CAD) software is used to create a 3D design, which
can then be transferred directly to the printer for manu-
facturing. The ability to create complex 3D structures in a
simple and flexible fashion sets this technology apart from
more conventional methods for constructing miniaturized
and microfluidic systems fabrication—such as soft lithog-
raphy with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which requires
a unique master mold for each design [13].
Third, key features (such as printing resolution and

speed) have also significantly improved over the years.
For instance, while the first commercially available 3D
printer (SLA-1) took an entire day to print even simple
prototypes [3], modern 3D printers can print structures
with dimensions of as low as 20–30 µm within just a few
hours [14]. Collectively, these technological advancements
in the field of 3D printing now enable advanced mod-
ern 3D printer systems to create rapid prototyping systems
through which researchers can test varying experimental
parameters before fabricating miniaturized microfluidic
systems. Furthermore, concurrent advances in material
sciences have led to the development of a wide and ever-
growing array of printing materials with various useful
properties, such as translucence, heat resistance, and bio-
compatibility [15–17]—making this technology more and

more attractive for researchersworkingwithin the biotech-
nology field.
This review aims to explain additive manufacturing

techniques relevant to biotechnology applications, and
give an insight into some of the many opportunities that
modern 3D printing techniques have to offer. We focus
onminiaturized andmicrofluidic 3D-printed devicesmade
from plastic polymers for utilization in microbial and
mammalian cell culture and bioanalytics (e.g. chromatog-
raphy, electrophoresis, biosensors, etc.) and highlight rele-
vant examples mainly drawn from the last 5 years.

2 3D PRINTING TECHNIQUES

The fundamental insight underlying the concept of 3D
printing is to imagine that all three-dimensional objects
are the total sum of their various 2D elements—which can
be built up upon each other, layer by layer. Accordingly,
if a CAD model of the desired object is sliced into a finite
number of 2D layers (dependent on the resolution of the
3D printer), those layers can then be used to inform a 3D
printer how to assemble the entire object, layer by layer
[18, 19]. A popular file format to be loaded in the slicing
software is Standard Tessellation Language (.STL), which
describes an object’s surface geometry as a number of tri-
angles [87].
In the literature, several 3D printing techniques (all with

different comparative advantages and disadvantages) have
been described for the manufacturing of microfluidic and
miniaturized devices using various materials. SLA was the
first established and patented technique: in this approach,
a liquid photopolymer is precisely cured at a designated
location using a laser (see Figure 1A) [20]. A stage or car-
rier plate is immersed in a bath containing this photopoly-
mer and a photoinitiator, and its Z position can be moved
stepwise to define the printing height of each layer. Since
a laser must cure every spot, the printer’s resolution is lim-
ited by the minimum pixel size of the laser beam [20].
SLA offers both the best resolution and lowest surface
roughness of all the 3D printing techniques surveyed in
this chapter. Channel dimensions below 30 µm have been
reported in the literature [21]. A further refinement aimed
at improving the low printing throughput of SLA was the
development of digital light processing (DLP), which offers
the ability to cure all relevant spots of a layer in parallel
[22]. SLA and DLP do not require additional support mate-
rials, but the photopolymer solution needs to be removed
after the printing procedure. In addition to commercial-
ized materials, various self-defined formulations of bio-
compatible and transparentmaterials such as polyethylene
glycol diacrylate can also be employed as printing materi-
als using these techniques [21, 23]. However, it should be
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746 HEUER et al.

F IGURE 1 Principles of 3D printing techniques. (A) In stereolithography (SLA) a movable stage is immersed in a bath containing a
photopolymer and a photoinitiator. A laser is used to cure the polymer material at designated positions. (B) During inkjet-based printing,
main and support materials are dropwise applied onto a stage, and the main material is cured using UV light. A milling head or leveling blade
is used to smooth the surface after a layer is finished. (C) Fused deposition modeling (FDM) uses filaments of thermoplastic polymers that are
heated and subsequently applied layer by layer to create the 3D object. Adapted with permission from [45]. Copyright 2018, the authors.
Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0)

noted that residual non-reacted photoinitiators can impair
biocompatibility, and that the light absorptive properties of
the photopolymermight affect the printing resolution [20].
Inkjet-based techniques such as MJP and PolyJet print-

ing (these actually constitute the same technology issued
by different manufacturers) are a popular alternative since
they utilize a high degree of automation and also result
in a high-quality end product [20]. In this technology,
main and support material are applied dropwise through
printheads consisting of an array of nozzles (see Fig-
ure 1B). The main material is usually a proprietary acry-
late, which is then cured using UV light [22, 24, 25], while
the support material enables the fabrication of overhang-
ing and complex 3D structures by filling cavities and hol-
lows such as microfluidic channels—although this sup-
port material must ultimately be removed after the print-
ing procedure is completed [25, 26]. Different commercial
suppliers offer numerous materials with different proper-

ties (e.g. rigid, flexible, transparent, biocompatible, high-
temperature resistant [15, 27, 28]. Unfortunately, the exact
formulation of these commercialized materials is often
not publicly available, and, as a result, the bioactivity of
any such material must first be investigated carefully prior
to use, as some of these materials may release poten-
tially non-biocompatible leachables [20]. In addition, since
all materials are applied dropwise, the overall resolution
depends on the droplet size [22]—although this still per-
mits the fabrication of channel dimensions in the range of
hundreds of micrometers and below [29–32].
Last but not least, FDM is the cheapest technique for 3D

printing of miniaturized devices. This technology belongs
to the extrusion-based methods, as a printhead heats
thermoplastic filaments above the melting point and then
applies them onto a surface to let them cool (see Figure 1C)
[20]. Instead of an external support material being used to
filling cavities, fragile support structures are themselves
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HEUER et al. 747

printed—which facilitates the creation of overhanging
structures. The main advantages of FDM are the free
choice of material (e.g. acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS) [33], polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG)
[18], polylactide acid (PLA) [18, 34, 35], polyurethane
[36], etc.), the ability to use multiple materials within a
single 3D-printed object, and the option to intervene in the
printing process [18, 37, 38]. Themain disadvantages posed
by this technique are the usage of heat-sensitive materials
(thermoplastics), the risk of potential fluid leakage due
to an incomplete infill of the filamentous structures, and
the difficulty of printing integrated channels [39]. This
method also has the highest roughness and the lowest
printing resolution out of all of the techniques surveyed in
this paper [22, 40]. Nonetheless, even using FDM, channel
dimensions down to 40 µm have still been reported [36]—
although channel dimensions in the range of hundreds of
micrometers are far more common [34, 35, 41].
It should be emphasized that the 3D printing technol-

ogy andmaterial have to be selected carefully and with the
specific goals of a given project in mind, since there is no
universal material that is best suited (or even appropriate)
for all conceivable applications. For usage in biotechnol-
ogy, desiredmaterial properties that must be carefully con-
sidered include biocompatibility, gas permeability, and the
option to be sterilized. In FDM, commonly used materials
such as ABS and PLA are biocompatible—but the fabri-
cation of transparent devices and integrated microfluidic
channels can be challenging [13, 42]. Somematerials, such
as the commonly used PLA, are heat-sensitive and thus not
suited for heat steam sterilization; however, heat-resistant
alternatives for FDM exist. Photocurable materials such as
polyacrylates (typically used in SLA and inkjet-based tech-
niques) are better suited to create transparent devices, the
development of integrated microfluidic channels is more
straightforward, and heat steam sterilizable materials are
also available [13, 27, 42].However, researchers should bear
in mind that photopolymers may have cytotoxic proper-
ties, and comprehensive biocompatibility studies for many
commercially availablematerials are often nonexistent [13,
20]. Nevertheless, there are also examples of such biocom-
patible resins used in SLA and inkjet-based techniques [15,
43].
It is also dangerous to attempt to generalize about the

biocompatibility of any 3D printing material. For example,
Rimington et al. have demonstrated that the same 3Dprint-
ing material had varied cell-specific effects in terms of pro-
liferation and differentiation for different cell types [44];
Siller et al. have demonstrated that even post-processing
can have a significant effect on the biocompatibility [15].
This underscores, once again, that the material used for
any given project must be selected, taking into account
both the cell type(s) and the application(s) in question.

In terms of gas permeability, however, it can generally be
stated that 3D-printed plasticmaterials used in SLA, inkjet-
based techniques, andFDMtend to have relatively poor gas
permeability [13]. For further reading, we would refer the
reader to the excellent review article of Bhattacharjee et al.
who give a detailed overviewof various properties of plastic
materials used in SLA, FDM, and inkjet-based 3D printing
technologies [13].

3 3D-PRINTED DEVICES FOR
MICROBIAL AND CELL CULTURE

Due to the wide availability of biocompatible materials,
3D printing allows for the fabrication of microbioreactors,
cultivation vessels, and other devices for microbial and
mammalian cell culture applications. Various studies have
now demonstrated the biocompatibility of diverse mate-
rials that are compatible with different 3D printing tech-
niques [15, 43, 46]. For instance, Siller et al. have com-
prehensively studied the biocompatibility of polyacrylate
materials used in inkjet-based 3D printers for the culti-
vation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) according to
EN ISO 10993-12 (2012). The viability of cells wasmeasured
by various assays (Cell Titer Blue assay, lactate dehydro-
genase assay, flow cytometry, real-time live-cell imaging)
and found to be unaffected by the polyacrylate materials
themselves [15, 47]. However, post-processing and steril-
ization/disinfection procedures were found to exert signif-
icant effects on cell growth and viability [15].

3.1 Microbioreactors for microbial
cultivation

Miniaturization is one of the most significant advantages
offered by microbioreactors during bioprocess optimiza-
tion. These systems significantly reduce the required vol-
umes of cell culture media—thereby enabling researchers
to run several experiments at varying conditions in paral-
lel, while also conducting them in a highly space-efficient
manner. Furthermore, 3D printing facilitates rapid pro-
totyping of microbioreactors at a comparatively low
price, since adapting the CAD file permits simple reactor
design adjustments. One example of such a miniaturized
system was presented by Panjan et al. who developed
a microbioreactor (1 mL internal volume) fabricated
by SLA procedure to cultivate Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(S. cerevisiae) with integrated optical density (OD) and
real-time glucose monitoring [48]. Figure 2A-i depicts the
reactor design consisting of its main cultivation chamber,
including a connection port for glucose biosensor integra-
tion, an inlet and outlet for liquids, and a gas outlet on top
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748 HEUER et al.

F IGURE 2 3D-printed microbioreactors for microbial cultivation. (A-i) 3D-printed microbioreactor consisting of (1) inlet (2) outlet (3)
gas outlet and (4) the main reactor chamber with biosensor integration port. (A-ii) In the experimental setup, a (1) OD sensor is clipped onto
the (2) reactor chamber, and the (3) glucose biosensor is integrated. (A-iii) Sterile integration of the glucose biosensors guaranteed by
separating the microbioreactor and the biosensing unit with a diffusion limiting membrane. Adapted with permission from [48]. Copyright
2018, the Royal Society of Chemistry. Published under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported license (CC BY-NC 3.0).
(B-i) Exploded view of the micro bubble column reactor consisting of the main reactor module, sensor plate within a surrounding frame, and
silicon sealing being held together by magnets. (B-ii) Schematic of the reactor depicting the position of microsensor spots for process analysis,
gassing in-, and outlet as well as the connectors for temperature control. Adapted with permission from [49]. Copyright 2021, the authors.
Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0)

of the reactor. Placing two small polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)-covered magnetic balls inside the microbioreactor
enabled magnetically mediated mixing during the cultiva-
tion process. Figure 2A-ii depicts the experimental setup,
which included a clipped-on OD sensor and an integrated
electrochemical glucose oxidase biosensor. Integration
of such biosensors for process control in microbioreac-
tors is particularly challenging since the sterility of the
system needs to be guaranteed. In the presented work,
this challenge was overcome by connecting the reactor
chamber to a microfluidic channel via a diffusion limiting

membrane (see Figure 2A-iii). This membrane prevented
contamination, while still allowing glucose slowly to pass
through (i.e. from the reactor to the non-sterile microflu-
idic channel) and be flushed towards the biosensor. As a
proof-of-concept, this microbioreactor system successfully
monitored S. cerevisiae growth and glucose consumption
in real-time over a cultivation period of 8 h.
In another article, Frey et al. reported the development

of a customized 3D-printed micro bubble column reactor
system (fabricated byMultiJet printing) and demonstrated
its successful integration with various microsensors for
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HEUER et al. 749

bioprocess control during the cultivation of S. cerevisiae
[49]. In this system, gassing occurred from the reactor
bottom, causing air bubbles to rise through the reactor
chamber. Fluids (e.g. culture medium) in the microbiore-
actor were thereby agitated, preventing concentration
and temperature gradients without using stirrers. Fig-
ure 2B-i depicts an exploded view of the microbioreactor
components: The main reactor module sets the shape
of the device and provides channels for temperature
and gas transfer control. The sensor plate containing
microsensing elements, a surrounding frame, and silicon
sealing creates the reactor volume by being tied to the
main reactor module with magnets. Furthermore, the
overall system is clamped together, using a connector
clip and screws, in order to avoid leakage. The sensor
provides a rapid heat and mass transfer due to the small
reactor volume (550 µL), online monitoring of process
parameters (biomass, dissolved oxygen, pH), and exhaust
gas analysis (O2, CO2). Figure 2B-ii depicts a schematic
of the reactor detailing the position of microsensor spots
for process analysis, gassing in, and outlet, as well as the
connectors for temperature control. During an S. cerevisiae
cultivation over a 16 h period, the process parameters were
successfully monitored. In terms of the growth rate, the
3D-printed micro bubble column reactor achieved similar
values (0.403 ± 0.02 h−1 at 20 g L–1 glucose) compared
to conventional systems such as a 2.5 L stirred-tank
bioreactor in batch mode (0.4 h–1 at 30 g L–1 glucose) [50].

3.2 Applications in mammalian cell
culture

Microbioreactors also hold great promise for application in
the field of mammalian cell culture; for example, Quian
et al. have recently fabricated miniaturized 3D-printed
spinning bioreactors to generate and culture forebrain-
specific organoids derived from human-induced pluripo-
tent stem cells [51]. These organoids are small organ-
like cell structures that can be artificially produced from
embryonic, adult, and induced pluripotent stem cells, and
as such they are highly useful for disease modeling and
drug testing since they resemble “real” organs much more
closely than conventional monolayer cultures [51, 52].
Theirmicrobioreactorswere created by fitting a 3D-printed
cover consisting of 12 spinning shafts and interconnect-
ing gears (created by FDM) onto a standard 12-well plate
(see Figure 3A). The gears were driven by a single electric
motor, allowing the researchers to sustain organoids in sus-
pension under gentle spinning conditions and thereby pre-
venting aggregation and increasing cell viability compared
to static cultures. Miniaturization of the system enables
studying organoid generation and performing drug screen-

ing and disease modeling under different conditions at
lower volumes—which reduces the cost of running exper-
iments compared to deploying larger spinning flasks. As a
proof-of-concept application, the forebrain-organoid plat-
form was employed for disease modeling of Zika virus
exposure.
Other works have also demonstrated (for example) the

usefulness of microfluidic on-chip platforms as blood-
brain barrier models [53], microbioreactors for tissue engi-
neering [54], and cultivation chambers for studying angio-
genesis (formation of new blood vessels) [55]. These exam-
ples underscore the tremendous applicability of 3D print-
ing across a wide variety of cultivation devices and appli-
cations.
Aside from the employment of 3D printing technology

to fabricate microbioreactors or cultivation devices, addi-
tive manufacturing techniques have also been utilized to
manufacture other mammalian cell culture-related 3D-
printed tools. For example, Alessandri et al. have devel-
oped a microfluidic co-extrusion device that enables the
production of hydrogel microcapsules to cultivate and dif-
ferentiate human neuronal stem cells [56]. Production of
these hydrogel microcapsules could potentially be used to
create a 3D culture system for high-throughput screen-
ing, since a massive amount of these stem cell-containing
microcapsules can be produced automatically at once. This
3D-printed tool was created by a DLP printer and consists
of three inlets (Figure 3B-i) which separately guided fluids
into three individual conical layers (Figure 3B-ii), where
the outer layers surrounded the inner ones. Three syringe
pumps then introduced an alginate solution into the outer
layer, an intermediate buffer solution into themiddle layer,
and the cell suspension supplemented with matrigel (to
support stem cell growth) into the inner layer. At the noz-
zle of the 3D-printed devices, the fluids conjoined and
formed droplets with cells encapsulated in them, which
were then collected into a calcium gelatination bath (see
Figure 3B-iii for the 3-way co-extrusion procedure and pro-
duction of the hydrogelmicrocapsules). Neuronal stem cell
differentiation into neurons was successfully achieved by
culturing the encapsulated cells in a mitogen-free differ-
entiation medium for 13 days; viability was found to be
high (∼98%), as revealed by 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) immunofluorescence.
In a recent project reported by Lavrentieva et al. a 3D-

printed devicemade frompolyacrylatematerial usingMul-
tiJet technology was employed to create stiffness gradient
hydrogels. These hydrogels are capturing increasing inter-
est in the field of mechanobiology for studying the influ-
ence of mechanical cell-matrix (e.g. extracellular matrix)
interactions [57]. Reproducible fabrication of these stiff-
ness gradient hydrogels helps researchers to experimen-
tally identify the optimalmechanical conditions for 3D cell
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750 HEUER et al.

F IGURE 3 3D-printed devices for mammalian cell culture applications. (A) Microbioreactors for forebrain-specific organoid generation
and zika virus disease modeling. Reproduced with permission from [51]. Copyright 2016, Elsevier. (B-i) A 3D-printed co-extrusion device with
three inlets and (B-ii) three separate conical layers conjoining to form a nozzle is employed to (B-iii) encapsulate human neuronal stem cells
into hydrogel microcapsules for high-throughput differentiation. Adapted with permission from [56]. Copyright 2016, the Royal Society of
Chemistry. (C-i) A 3D-printed microfluidic mixing device is used to (C-ii) create stiffness gradient hydrogels and (C-iii) study their mechanical
influence on cell spreading using various fluorescence dyes for staining. Adapted with permission from [57]. Copyright 2020, the authors.
Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0)
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HEUER et al. 751

culture with respect to changes in morphology and cell
spreading. In the presented approach, two syringes were
connected to the 3D-printed tool, and the gradient was cre-
ated by pumping hydrogels with high and low crosslinker
amounts at varying flow rates into the device. An inte-
grated HC-mixer (as previously described [25]) facilitated
homogenous mixing before hydrogels were cast onto a
moving molding bath (see Figure 3C-i for a micrograph
of the 3D-printed device and Figure 3C-ii for the hydro-
gel fabrication procedure). Human adipose tissue-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (hAD-MSCs) and human umbil-
ical cord vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) cells were then
encapsulated into the hydrogel and cultivated for 7 days.
These cells were subsequently visualized via staining and
fluorescencemicroscopy (see Figure 3C-iii), and the results
demonstrated that cell spreading was increasingly hin-
dered along the gradient with higher stiffness.
3D printing has also been employed to create spiral-

shaped inertial focusing devices with potential use for
cell culture applications [58]. Such tools are traditionally
fabricated via soft lithography (PDMS) or micromilling
procedures [58, 59] and were, for instance, demonstrated
to isolate T and B cells from blood [60] or isolate single
stem cells from stem cell clusters [61]. Such tools have
also been used for cell retention integrated into miniature
auto-perfusion bioreactors, and as such they can greatly
contribute to bioprocess applications [62].
Here, once again, 3D printing offers an alternative

to conventional methods that require cleanroom proce-
dures (photolithography/ soft lithography) or are subtrac-
tive approaches (micromilling) [58]. Figure 4A depicts an
example of a 3D-printed inertial focusing device that can
be used to separate bacteria cells using antibody-modified
magnetic nanoparticle clusters. In this system, single bac-
teria are focused near the outer wall of the channel,
while larger clusters of bacteria attached to the magnetic
nanoparticles are focused towards the inner channel wall
(see Figure 4B) and transferred to their respective outlets
[63]. The presented device potentially enables the separa-
tion of specific bacterial species by choosing the appropri-
ate antibodies.
While 3D-printed inertial focusing devices for biopro-

cess applications are still rare, we believe that these tools
will increasingly be employed for such operations in the
future. For example, Enders et al. have shown that these
3D-printed spiral cell separator devices can be used for cell
retention to enable continuous cultivation processes [64].
Such systems could also potentially be used to concentrate
cells with the aim to improve the transient transfection of
mammalian cell lines used for protein production.
We note in passing that 3D printing has mainly been

employed for tissue engineering applications by printing
scaffolds from various materials and bioprinting (printing

of biomaterials and living cells). Because this review aims
to explain the application of 3D-printed miniaturized and
microfluidic devices made from plastic materials, we do
not dwell on 3D printing for tissue engineering; neverthe-
less, we would refer any interested readers to the review
articles of Tamay et al. [65] and Zaszczynska et al.[66].

4 3D-PRINTED DEVICES FOR
BIOANALYTICS

Bioanalytical methods such as chromatography and elec-
trophoresis are routinely used in biotechnology labora-
tories to separate and detect nucleic acids and proteins.
Biosensors are widely applied to detect various target
molecules using appropriate biosensing schemes (e.g. opti-
cal, electrochemical, mechanical, etc.) and concepts. Once
again, 3D printing offers substantial benefits across all of
these applications—including systemminiaturization that
reduces fluid consumption, and required space and results
in lowered experimental cost and greater parallelization
opportunities. Moreover, 3D printing also enables rapid
prototyping of different experimental setups in a flexi-
ble and customized fashion. For example, in terms of
biosensor integration into 3D-printed microfluidic sys-
tems, parameters such as channel dimensions and geome-
tries, and device size can all be quickly adjusted to fit shift-
ing experimental requirements.

4.1 Chromatography and
electrophoresis

One advantage of 3D printing for chromatography appli-
cations is the ability to miniaturize systems, which can
be used to combine numerous columns within a sin-
gle 3D-printed device or miniaturize very long chromato-
graphic columns within one microfluidic lab-on-a-chip
tool [67, 68]. One example of such a miniaturized chro-
matographic system was given by Lucklum et al. who
developed stacked spiral miniature 3D gas chromatogra-
phy columns for potential use in a portable ethylene sensor
system during fruits transport and storage [69].
Moreover, the ability of 3Dprinting tomanufacture com-

plex 3D structures enables the production of customized
and tailored column beds. While conventional beds are
often made out of porous materials with inhomogeneous
structures, they can be directly manufactured via 3D print-
ing in an ordered fashion with specific geometries to
improve the separation performance [67, 70]. Simon and
Dimartino were one of the first to manufacture an ion-
exchange adsorber with a DLP printer in a single step,
using a customized printing material [71, 72], thereby
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752 HEUER et al.

F IGURE 4 3D-printed microfluidic inertial focusing device for bacteria separation (A) Schematic of the 3D-printed spiral-shaped inertial
focusing device. Bacteria and antibody-modified magnetic nanoparticle clusters (MNC) are introduced into the system. (B) Single bacteria are
focused near the outer wall of the channel, while bacteria attached to the antibody-modified magnetic nanoparticles are focused close to the
inner channel wall, enabling separation into designated outlets. (C) Photograph of the 3D-printed tool. Reproduced with permission from
[63]. Copyright 2015, the authors. Published under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 4.0 International License

enabling the fabrication of columns with such ordered bed
morphology (see Figure 5A). This systemwas used to sepa-
rate BSA and myoglobin and purify C-phycocyanin, a bac-
terial pigment-protein with potential uses in medicine and
biotechnology by means of anion exchange chromatogra-
phy [72].
Although the feature size of the adsorbers bed channels

was reportedly larger than in commercial resins (200 µm
compared to 50 µm), the separation performancewas simi-
lar. The authors claim that the improvement of 3D printing
resolution within the next few years will likely continue to
enhance the comparative performance of these 3D-printed
bed columns in comparison to more conventional packag-
ing [72].
With respect to the bed structure design, the ability of

3D printing for rapid prototyping also offers tremendous
benefits. For example, different bed structures with var-
ious sizes or geometries can potentially be created and

expeditiously tested for their separation performances. Fig-
ure 5B shows a collection of ordered beds with different
geometries (such as spheres, tetrahedra, and triangular
bipyramids) that are designed, printed, and characterized
in various configurations according to their shape, posi-
tion, orientation, and plate height. Experimental valida-
tions of computations predictions regarding such permu-
tations can be achieved through rapid prototyping of these
structures via 3D printing [73].
For the future, we envision integrated and continuous

chromatographic units in biotechnological applications.
For instance, culture broth from a bioprocess could con-
tinuously be forwarded through a chromatographic sepa-
ration unit for preparative or analytic purposes. The role
of 3D printing would be to help achieve the simplifica-
tion of interfacing across all units. A single 3D-printed
microfluidic chip could potentially supersede complex tub-
ing connections, integrate valves for pseudo-continuous
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F IGURE 5 (A) 3D-printed anion exchange column with (i-ii) an ordered bed morphology. These ordered cylindrical structures are
termed Schoen gyroid structures. (iii) Integration of the 3D-printed structure in a glass column. Adapted with permission from [72]. Copyright
2020, the authors. Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0). (B) Bed geometries designed and
printed via 3D printing. These structures were experimentally investigated regarding their plate height to confirm computational predictions.
Adapted with permission from [73]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier

sample injection. Using customized 3D-printed threads,
this interface could integrate any commercialized or self-
designed (3D-printed) columns or follow-up analytics (e.g.
mass spectrometry) into a single miniaturized and tightly
arranged platform. One particularly tantalizing example
of how 3D printing can facilitate the integration of high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) into a cus-
tomized and more complex setting was given by Wang
et al. in 2017. An end front sample preparation applica-
tion was developed, which included both microflow injec-
tion (µFI) and peak focusing. For the µFI, a 3D-printed
multiway valve controlled the access of sample, eluent,
and washing buffer towards HPLC, 3D-printed microsolid
phase extraction (3D-µSPE) unit, and waste. The 3D-µSPE
accomplished peak focusing using polyaniline-decorated
magnetic nanoparticles and antimicrobial substances have
been detected with a 16-25 fold increase of efficiency in
saliva and urine samples [74].
An example of a 3D-printed gel electrophoretic chip

(created by MultiJet technology) that proved useful for
DNA separation was recently given by Adamski et al. in
their work. Figure 6A-i depicts a schematic of this device,
which consists of two crossedmicrofluidic channels where

the shorter channel is used to introduce the DNA sample
(fluorescently labeled 50 to 800 bp DNA ladder fragments)
and transfer it to the longer separation channel, which is
filled with electrophoresis gel [75]. The introduced fluo-
rescently labeled DNA fragments (Figure 6A-ii) are then
driven through the channel by applying a voltage and sep-
arated (Figure 6A-iii and iv). Fluorescence is used to detect
the labeled and separated DNA fragment at a designated
spot (Figure 6A-v and vi). According to the authors of that
publication, this device is the first 3D-printed tool ever
reported as being successfully used for gel electrophoretic
DNA separation. Notably, this device can also be rapidly
fabricated (3 h printing) at a relatively low cost (<1€).
3D printing has additionally been employed to cre-

ate free-flow electrophoresis systems [33, 76, 77]. This
electrophoretic technique separates the analytes in a
liquid phase continuously, and does not require a gel-like
matrix of the sort utilized in agarose gel electrophoresis
and sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis (SDS-PAGE) for DNA and protein separation,
respectively [78]. For example, Preuss et al. have devel-
oped a 3D-printed free-flow electrophoresis device with a
simple design that can be fabricated from a polyacrylate
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754 HEUER et al.

F IGURE 6 3D-printed electrophoretic devices. (A-i) Schematic of the 3D-printed device for gel electrophoretic separation of DNA. (ii-iv)
Fluorescently-labeled DNA fragments introduced into the separation channel are driven through the channel by applying voltage and
separated. (v-vi) Fluorescence is used to detect the fragments. Reproduced with permission from [75]. Copyright 2016, the authors. Published
under Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International license (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) (B-i) Schematic of the 3D-printed free-flow
electrophoretic system used to (ii) separate fluorescence dyes and (iii) fluorescently-labeled amino acids. Adapted with permission from [76].
Copyright 2020, the authors. Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0)

material using the MultiJet printing technology [76]. This
free-flow electrophoresis system consists of inlets for
buffer and sample, a separation chamber, and outlets that
guide the separate fractions into designated collection
wells (see Figure 6B-i). Alongside the device, two platin
wires (functioning as electrodes) are installed and sepa-
rated from the separation chamber using a polycarbonate
membrane. The principle of this free-flow electrophoresis
technique is straightforward: Applying a voltage creates
a positive pole on one side of the separation chamber
and a negative pole on the other side, allowing reser-
achers to separate differently charged molecules. In this
proof-of-concept study, the fluorescence dyes rhodamine
B, pyronine Y, and sulforhodamine B (Figure 6B-ii), and
the fluorescently-labeled amino acids arginine, glycine,
and glutamate (Figure 6B-iii) could be successfully
segregated.

4.2 Biosensors and point-of-care
diagnostics

Various biosensor systems designed to detect diverse tar-
get molecules such as DNA [79], proteins [80], carbohy-
drates [81, 82], and bacteria [26] have also been success-
fully integrated into 3D- printed systems. The integration
of optical and electrochemical biosensors into microflu-
idic andminiaturized 3D-printed systems has been an area
of increasing interest in recent years [83]. An example of
such an optical biosensor was presented by Arshavsky-
Grahamet al. who deployed a photonic porous silicon (PSi)
chip as the transducing element and integrated the chip
into a 3D-printed system (see Figure 7A-i) [80]. These PSi-
chips consist of a porous nanostructure that is preferen-
tial for capture probe (e.g. aptamers, antibodies) immobi-
lization due to its high surface area [84]. Molecule binding
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HEUER et al. 755

F IGURE 7 3D printing for biosensing applications. (A-i) Photograph of the 3D-printed device with integrated photonic PSi-chips. (A-ii)
The chip’s silicon nanostructure is functionalized with aptamers specific for target proteins exhibiting a histidine-tag. (A-iii) Measurements
are conducted at different spots along the microfluidic channel, and optical readout and analysis are performed to (A-iv) monitor target
molecule binding by tracking changes in the refractive index within the porous layer. Reproduced with permission from [80]. Copyright 2021,
the authors. Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0). (B-i) Photograph of the impedance-based
biosensor for E. coli detection in which (B-ii) the SPE is placed between two 3D-printed parts. The system is held together by disc magnets and
sealed by using an o-ring. (B-ii) Presence of E. coli cells onto the aptamer-decorated SPE gold surface is detected by monitoring changes in the
impedance signal. Adapted with permission from [26]. Copyright 2020, the authors. Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International license (CC BY 4.0). (C) Microdialysis probes and lactate and glucose biosensors are integrated into a 3D-printed system to
analyze lactate and glucose levels in subcutaneous tissue during a cycling exercise. Reproduced with permission from [85]. Copyright 2015,
American Chemical Society. Published under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0)
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(Figure 7A-ii) to these capture probes can bemonitored in a
label-free manner by illuminating the chips (Figure 7A-iii)
and recording unique reflectance spectra using a spectrom-
eter. The reflectance spectra are then analyzed to monitor
refractive index changes within the porous nanostructure
caused by target molecules binding to the respective cap-
ture probe (see Figure 7A-iv). In the presented work, the
PSi-chip was integrated by bonding the 3D-printed device
(created by MultiJet printing) with microfluidic channels
open to their bottom onto the chip’s surface using an opti-
cal adhesive. Subsequently, the nanostructured silicon sur-
facewas functionalized using an established aptamer bind-
ing to histidine-tags in proteins. Optical readout and anal-
ysis were also enabled by the translucent properties of the
3D-printed material. Both the selectivity and sensitivity of
this 3D-printed microfluidic biosensing system were supe-
rior to the previously used system; moreover, biosensor
regeneration was also demonstrated using an imidazole-
containing buffer to elute the targetmolecule from the sen-
sor surface. In general, this same concept can be applied for
various target molecules simply by employing designated
aptamers or other capture probes.
In anotherwork, Siller et al. similarly demonstrated how

an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) biosen-
sor for bacteria detection could be integrated into a 3D-
printed system using the same printing technology [26].
Figure 7B-i and -ii both illustrate the 3D-printed device,
which consisted of a screen-printed electrode (SPE) placed
between two 3D-printed parts held together by magnets.
The upper part contained a cavity, allowing the addition
of defined volumes of buffer or bacteria suspension onto
the electrode. The gold surface of the SPE was function-
alized with aptamers specific for Escherichia coli to facil-
itate the detection of this bacterial species by EIS mea-
surements (Figure 7B-iii) at cell densities between 105 and
108 cells mL–1. In contrast, a different bacterium, Entero-
coccus faecalis, remained indetectable even at high con-
centrations (108 cells mL–1), demonstrating the system’s
selectivity. This project also highlights one of the particu-
lar strengths of this approach: design flexibility. The static
system (described above) was adjusted to create a flow cell
by integrating inlets and outlets, enabling automated con-
trol of the fluid flow and introducing defined volumes (e.g.
washing buffer and sample suspensions) by connecting the
flow cell to pumps. For instance, this system could be used
to adjust concentrations automatically, run concentration
gradients, or switch between dynamic (flow) and static
(without flow) states. Moreover, a micromixer was also
integrated, enabling homogenous mixing of fluids before
being introduced onto the SPE surface.
3D printing has even been applied to fabricate sys-

tems that can potentially be used as wearable biosensors.
For example, Gowers et al. have reported their success-

ful integration of microdialysis probes, as well as glu-
cose and lactate biosensors, into a 3D-printed system
[85]. Their device was attached directly to the human
body, and facilitated the measurement of lactate and glu-
cose levels in the subcutaneous tissue during cycling
exercises, as shown in Figure 7C. Tracking both of
these biomarkers is of particular interest for sports- and
fitness-related monitoring, since lactate is produced dur-
ing intense exercise when there is not sufficient oxygen
in the tissues and aerobic metabolism cannot provide
enough energy for the body [85]. The described biosen-
sor system demonstrates a concrete step towards point-
of-care applications which would potentially permit indi-
vidual physicians to perform monitoring and diagnos-
tics on individual patients without relying on centralized
laboratories. Indeed, 3D printing has already been used
for various applications in this realm—including blood
plasma separation, concentration and detection of bacte-
ria from blood, or diagnosis of drug-resistant bacteria [86],
underscoring yet again the tremendous versatility of this
technology.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this review, we have sought to offer some insights into
promising recent developments of 3D printing technol-
ogy for the fabrication of miniaturized and microfluidic
tools in the biotechnology field. Various devices for dif-
ferent applications—ranging from cell culture to biosen-
sors and diagnostics—have already been realized in labs
across the world, thanks to the ever-increasing variety of
available materials and printing technologies. Compared
to soft lithography using PDMS, 3D printing allows for
the relatively automated and straightforward fabrication of
devices, within a single step and without the requirement
for a master mold or cleanroom procedures.
Having said that, some technological barriers do con-

tinue to limit the widespread adoption of 3D printing for
microfluidic systems—and, to date, no 3D printing tech-
nology and material have managed to successfully pack-
age and duplicate all the beneficial properties realized
through PDMS (e.g. very high resolution, biocompatibil-
ity, gas permeability, optical clarity, and flexibility) [13].
Nevertheless, the authors firmly believe that the princi-
ple obstructionswhich currently impedewidespread adop-
tion of this technology can, and will, be substantially over-
come within the next few years. Only the future will
reveal if 3D printing remains a technique primarily used
for experiment-specific rapid prototyping, or if 3D print-
ing will finally enable rapid manufacturing of customized
3D-printed tools for market-wide applications such as
cell culture, biosensors, or point-of-care diagnostics—but
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there is unquestionably room for great optimism about the
promise of this young and rapidly advancing technology.
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